Bringing science, art, and history to life are words we live by. This month we celebrate our archives collection through social media, present a webinar on historic medicine, and share examples of our extensive botanical art with a national audience. Thank you for your continued participation in this journey.

October is American Archives Month! The Lloyd has nearly 2,000 linear feet of archives and manuscripts from the papers of Benadryl inventor George Rieveschl, Jr. to artwork from wildflower painter Hester Ferguson Henshall. We’re celebrating this special month by sharing our archival collections with you. Pictured here is an image clipped by naturalist Elizabeth Brockschlager for her 1956 autumn scrapbook. Follow us on Instagram to see the posts all month long! To dig deeper into our special collections, click here.
On Wednesday, October 27 from 7-8 p.m., join University of Cincinnati archivist emeritus, Kevin Grace, and author of more than a dozen books on Cincinnati history, for a virtual lecture. Grace will share stories about Dr. Absolam Death, cholera epidemics, body-snatching, bedside training, and the role of midwives. Take an illustrated look at the people (some of them very strange characters), philosophies and events that forged Cincinnati's medical heritage. Reservations required.

Lloyd Featured in Botanical Artist Journal

Who better to tell the story of the artwork found in the collections of the Lloyd than our own librarians? Betsy Kruthoffer and Erin Campbell contributed an article to the September issue of the Botanical Artist, published by the American Society of Botanical Artists. They bring their unique perspective and examples of beautiful illustrations. Beyond the collections themselves, the Lloyd expands access through avenues like the Biodiversity Heritage Library, our own social media and the yearly Artist-in-Residence program. Read the article here.

Pizza and a Webinar

Instead of pizza and a movie, how about pizza and a Lloyd webinar? Enjoy a
pizza from MOD Pizza Oakley on October 27 and help support Lloyd programs. Use code GR201806L at checkout when you order and 20% of your meal's price will be donated to the Lloyd.

The Lloyd Library requires proof of vaccination against COVID-19 or a negative test.

Only two weeks left to apply for 2022 Fellowships and Artists-in-Residence
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Stay Connected

Come visit us this Saturday!
The Lloyd will be open Saturday, October 16 from 9-4